Many beginning readers struggle with decoding a text. Lack of appropriate instruction; reading text at the frustration level; difficulty with phonological awareness, including the inability to segment phonemes (i.e., unable to divide a word into its individual sounds); and ineffective phonemic synthesis (i.e., unable to connect the sounds to form words) are a few ways that some readers get off to a rough start. Whatever the reason, many of these readers struggle to learn to read in first grade, and they arrive in second grade able to identify only a few sight words and initial sounds. The current trend is to directly teach them decoding skills in repeated but isolated lessons; however, we would like to propose an alternative.

Second-grade struggling readers need more than a specific program designed to directly teach phonics. They need instruction that focuses on their constructing meaning while learning word-identification strategies (Allington, 2001; Knapp, 1995). In addition, it has been suggested that reading instruction move from the meaningful whole to the parts and back to the whole (Mazzoni & Gambrell, 2003). This means that phonics instruction should start with a whole story then move to individual words and the sounds and patterns found within those words, all the while continuing to focus on context and meaning of the whole. Therefore, we propose that struggling second graders would benefit from instruction that both moves them through the development of phonics knowledge and focuses on meaning.

The following procedure was designed to do just that. It begins with a meaningful whole, proceeds to the phonetic elements, and ends with a new, student-written story. The phonetic elements we focused on were onsets and rimes. Onset-rime theory (Walton & Walton, 2001) states that the units of the English syllable are the onset (any consonant that may come before the vowel) and the rime (the vowel and any consonants that may come after it). For example, the onset and rime for the word test would be t-est, the t being the onset and est being the rime. Words with a common rime (e.g., -est) will typically rhyme (e.g., rest, best).

Using onset and rime knowledge, readers can create an analogy between the shared rime spellings of words. Several researchers have found that children with reading difficulty profit from instruction in rime analogy, which directs attention to onsets and rimes in words (Greaney, Tunmer, & Chapman, 1997; Qi & O’Connor, 2000).

Further review of how phonics knowledge develops suggested that children analyze spoken words into onsets and rimes naturally, before they learn to read (Goswami, 2000; Moustafa, 1995). Walton and Walton (2001) demonstrated that young readers can be assisted in using their knowledge of onsets and rimes to figure out unfamiliar words. He found that teaching rime analogies increased use of letters to sound out words and use of rime analogies. Other studies have demonstrated that children can use rime analogies more frequently if taught the strategy (I.W. Gaskins, Ehri, Cress, O’Hara, & Donnelly, 1996/1997; Hiebert, 1994). On the basis of this information, we developed an instructional procedure to provide phonics instruction that starts with the whole processes of reading and then focuses on onsets and rimes in words. This knowledge is used to write rimes and
rhymes in personal stories, and finally the new story is read several times (Smith & Walker, 2004). We chose books with patterned language and predictable rhyming phrases because they contain rhyming patterns with repeated refrains or events. These rhyming texts (see Sidebar) contain target words as well as other words using the targeted rime patterns to provide practice with the strategy. The first author planned a three-day instructional sequence of 45 minutes per day (Smith, 2002).

Key steps

1. Hold a shared reading

The teacher selects a rhyming and predictable book, like Sheep in a Jeep (Shaw, 1986), that the students would enjoy and that contains the intended rimes for word study like -eep for sheep, jeep, and steep. The first reading of the selected text focuses on constructing meaning and provides a vehicle for learning word-identification strategies in context. Following discussion of the story, the teacher reads the book a second and third time, asking children to chime in when they can. Shared reading, in which teacher and children read in unison, offers an opportunity for children to participate in the reading experience in a highly supportive way. Through shared reading, they read and understand a complete story while learning the words in context.

2. Highlight rhyming words

Following the shared reading of the selected book, the teacher goes back through the story and has the students help to identify the rhyming words. These words are placed on a chart. Attention is drawn to the common spelling patterns in these rhyming words and to the sound similarities. In Sheep in a Jeep, the rime patterns identified include -eep (jeep, steep), -ud (thud, mud), -ug (tug, shrug), -elp (help, yelp), -out (out, shout), and -eer (cheer, steer). This stage increases phonological awareness by focusing on the sounds in words. Phonological awareness has been shown to be an important aspect of beginning reading (Goswami, 2000; Metsala & Ehri, 1998).

3. List rime words

Research suggests that successful use of the analogy strategy depends on knowledge of key or target words with high-frequency spelling patterns (R. Gaskins, Gaskins, Cunningham, Anderson, & Schommer, 1995). There are 37 rimes that account for nearly 500 primary-grade words (Stahl, 1998). Goswami (2000) demonstrated that beginning readers use their knowledge of onsets, rimes, and rhymes to figure out how to say other print words. The following task was developed using this research. For each predictable rhyming book, target rime patterns or word families (i.e., a group of words that end in the same rime and rhyme) are identified. The target words are taught using a whole-word approach. Once a target word is introduced, it is written by students on individual note cards, organized by vowel sounds and rime patterns (with the rime pattern underlined in red), and placed into individual flip card word banks (attached by one or two loose-leaf rings). The students are taught to compare a new word to an already known word that shares the same rime pattern in order to help them decode the new word. Knowledge of the target words represents a basic knowledge of frequent spelling–sound patterns, and it is the basis for successful application of the analogy strategy. This task focuses student attention on the strategy of decoding by analogy.

4. Read the predictable book

After the students add the target rime patterns to their rime flip card word bank, another shared reading of the story is conducted. The students are directed to identify the specific rhyme pattern in their word banks and hold flip cards up when the words are read in the story. This activity provides practice and reinforcement with the rhyme- and rime-pattern recognition strategies in the context of authentic rhyming stories.

5. Write rhyme and rime innovations

Using the rhyming-book pattern to focus on sentence meaning, the students create new rhymes and rimes to fit the repeated predictable patterns. This rhyming innovations approach involves the rewriting of a predictable rhyming book using a structured frame (Walker, 2004), and it provides a "scaffolded" writing experience for beginning
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6. Reread the newly generated book in small groups

Following the completion of each rewritten book, it is shared with the group in an author’s chair format. The teacher reads the generated page, and then each pair and individual reads their own pages. Afterward, the teacher rereads the entire book with the group in a shared-reading format while the students read along. Once the book is placed in the classroom library, students are encouraged to read it individually or with partners during free reading opportunities.

A second-grade study

We used this procedure with second-grade classrooms in low socioeconomic schools in the United States where small groups of children were taught to use rime analogies in the context of predictable stories. Using this method, 72 students enrolled in four second-grade classrooms in two urban elementary schools were randomly assigned to this rime analogy procedure or regular classroom reading instruction (Smith, 2002). The major findings of the study confirm that this rime analogy procedure resulted in significant improvement (p < .01) on standardized reading performance measures (2000, The Group Reading Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation). The Combined School analysis determined that there was clearly significant improvement for the rime analogy group in Word Reading (p < .001). Potential effects were noted for Sentence Comprehension (p = .027). The Low Socioeconomic Status School analysis showed potentially significant improvement for the rime analogy group in Rhyme Recognition (p = .014), Word Reading (p = .016), and Word Meaning (p = .027). The Middle-Income School analysis revealed clearly significant improvement for Sentence Comprehension (p < .009), and potential effects were noted for Passage Comprehension (p = .05). These results support the importance of providing students with specific word-recognition strategies in the context of authentic reading and writing experiences.

Benefits

As we analyzed the tasks, we realized that the steps of the rime analogy procedure matched the development of phonics knowledge. In the first step, we focused on understanding the meaningful whole and learning words in the context of a whole story. This focused the children’s attention on constructing meaning with text while learning words. Because many of these second graders had not developed an understanding of phonological awareness, they needed to see and hear words in the context of a story. Researchers suggest that young children should “learn to think of words as having both meaning and sound” (Stahl, Hester, & Stahl, 1998, p. 340). Therefore, we started with understanding the whole story, and then in the second step we focused on developing phonological awareness by discussing the rhyming words and pointing out the onset and the rime within the context of the predictable story.
In the third step, we developed knowledge of onset and rime by writing word families and discussing how word parts work. In other words, during this step we focused on phonemic segmentation and phonemic synthesis, which are sophisticated aspects of phonological awareness (Stahl et al., 1988). As children wrote and discussed the word patterns, they slowly said the words and emphasized the sounds that matched the patterns.

In the fourth step, the children wrote rime innovations using the trade book pattern, focusing on how the words made sense in the sentence. The new words had to rhyme and make sense, with the children using the patterned language of the rhyming predictable book. Because student pairs (and then individual students) wrote a new page of the group book, they had a purpose for using rime analogies. It also gave them practice in using their emerging knowledge of phonemic segmentation and phonemic synthesis with word patterns and individual letter sounds.

For the final step, when each student had finished writing his or her page, the entire book was assembled and read. Just as they had at the beginning, the children reread this book again to develop fluency. Using these procedures, we took the children from phonological awareness to fluent reading (the stages of word reading) in only three days. This worked on multiple levels of phonics development in the second-grade classrooms. Students all advanced during the lesson from whatever point they were before. Even students who were more advanced in phonics knowledge profited from writing words and sentences in the context of a whole story so that it would make sense.

As Knapp (1995) and Allington (2001) suggested, the second graders focused on constructing meaning while learning the process of decoding. Their literacy process was led from thinking about the whole-passage meaning to the process of decoding by analogy and then back to a new whole story that was read fluently. In each new lesson, the children were taken through this procedure step by step, developing phonics knowledge, comprehension, and fluency in a logical flow.

**Smith teaches at Northeastern State University. She can be contacted at 3100 E. New Orleans St., Broken Arrow, OK 74014, USA. Walker and Yellin teach at Oklahoma State University in Stillwater.**
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